The future of the world
is being shaped by machines

world has, of course, only what the world produces, and if the
world's population is going to keep on growing, the world must produce more, or else the world starves. Therefore when people demand more
for producing less (higher wages for shorter hours) they are demanding
their own future ruin - and yours.
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The only way for the world to produce and so have more is by better use
of better machines. The only way there can be better machines is more
profit out of which to buy them. The only way there can be more profit is
by lower taxes (less government waste) and more efficient production by
the men who use the machines.

Warner & Swasey 4-A Turret
Lathes are called on to hog off
metal yet finish to precision
limits in the same operation.
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The "pie in the sli.y'' is
lemon

M

wages for less work seems so pleasant. But of course all
it does is raise costs which raises prices which destroys jobs.
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More social security, more and bigger Federal projects ... higher
and higher minimum wages (with no obligation to earn them) ... and
all costs of doing business become so high that incentive is strangled,
and the American idea becomes harder and harder - the idea that
anyone willing to work can go into business for himself, and prosper.
"Give the jobs to the needy Americans" - so Mexican braceros are
banned from Western fields. But the Americans don't like the hard
stoop labor, so crops in fields and orchards rot - and prices go up
for everyone (while relief costs soar).
It looks so easy, to pass a law to give everyone everything he likes.
But in this world everything has to be paid for - and the "free" pie
in the sky turns out to be very sour and expensive indeed.

Cable being tested on a
200,000 lb. capacity Baldwin
Testing Machine, a product
of Warner & Swasey's
Wiedemann D ivision.
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A little inflation is like a little dope
- there is no such thing

H

IGHER and higher wages (who bothers about productivity!).

More and more free government services. Bigger pensions,

earlier retirement. Government competing with industry "in order
to cut consumer costs". Constantly growing national debt. More
and more concentration of power in national government.
Sound familiar? The United States is doing every one of these
things, but it is Uruguay this time. Uruguay has been "enjoying"
its welfare state a few years longer than the United States- so now
it's time to pay the inevitable price- cost of living up 400% , value
of its peso down in five years from 9¢ to 1 Yz¢ . Savings, life insurance, bonds worth less and less. Always the bitter price of the
welfare state. Uruguay is only one of the more recent which the
something-for-nothing program always ruins.
So Uruguay comes to the United States, asking to be bailed out.
We are now doing the same things Uruguay did, under t he same
guise of Federal authority and "generosity". But whom do we go
to, to bail

us out?

N ew Warner & Swasey
Automatic for space age
components requires precision
gages to measure extremely
close tolerances.
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For every R!ght
there is an Obligation

you kept telling a child about his rights and never about
his duties, you'd soon have a spoiled brat on your hands.
We're doing the same thing in this country but on a vastly
more dangerous scale.
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The "right" of unions to strike for more pay but no obligation to earn it.
The "rights" of new nations to independence but no obligation to prove they deserve it, no obligation to use freedom
for the good of mankind.
The "right" of young people to education but no obligation
to pay their own way to get it.
The "rights" of criminals and communists to flout the laws
of our land, without any obligation to contribute to its worth
and its freedom.
Spoiled children grow into adult criminals, who have to be
punished by the decent society they defy. Why wait?

The 300 Hydro-Scopic", new lV amer
& Swasey telescoping boom saves

costs on mutzicipal maintenance work.
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A Time to Stand

T

comes a time in everyone's life when
your conscience can tolerate no more compromise; when for your self-respect, but chiefly
that of your children, you have to risk their safety
and yours, their future (you'd gladly waive yours)
to do what you know in your heart is right, and
no longer hesitate because of any consequence.
HERE

Every father and mother has had that agonizing
choice. And every nation, that survived.
Read history. The ones who chose safety got slavery.
The ones who chose self-respect got (often after
pain) peace with honor.
We believe this country must make such a choice now.

The screams for compromise, for pooling our future
for "safety", peace-at-any-price, are not, we solemnly
believe, the voice of America. The real Americans
-who built this country, whose taxes pay its bills,
who do the fighting for it (the screamers would
not) are anxious, but not afraid.
This is a time to stand, and we believe these true
Americans are saying this is the time. No heroics
- but no cringing, either. What is right, for
America.
And then when America is safe again, trust
American charity ro do what it can for the rest
of the world.
-March 14, 1966.

Production-line speed, accuracy and
costs are obtained in short-run
production with the turret punch
presses made by the Wiedemann
Division of Warner & Swasey.
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It costs a lot to be an American
but it's worth it

T AST month
L Vietnam;

a Marine, due to retire, was killed in
he had had his enlistment extended because he knew the streets of Saigon could next be the
streets of his home town.
A few days ago a Negro was shot, going to the defense
of an elderly white couple being attacked by a gang
of hoodlums.
Recent newspapers reported the death in action in Asia
of the third and last son of a New England couple. His
two brothers had been killed - one in the Second
World War, one in Korea. All three had volunteered.
There are thousands more.
And there are others who may not pay in quite these
ways for the right to be an American but whose payment is hard, too, because it seems eternal -millions

of wives in this amazing land whose courage and
cheer are all that keep their not-so-successful husbands
going, day after drab day. And husbands and fathers
who "didn't have a happy childhood" either, but who
obey the law and pay their own bills by doing without
things, and who teach their children to do the same.
Dramatic challenge doesn't come to many of us. War
and mobs are a long way from most lives, and yet and yet - when the challenge does come, in Vietnam
or city streets, in a crowded kitchen or a discouraging
job, the American - the basically decent, honest, hard
working, patriotic, kindly American - comes through
like the unsung hero he is. He pays the price it takes to
be an American and keep this country alive. Not the selfstyled leaders, not the "reformers," not the popularityseekers. The true American.

Short-run metal fabricators use this
tape controlled product o/ Warner
& Swasey's Wiedemann Division to
manufacture parts at productionline speeds and costs.
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I didn't have a very happy childhood, either

nobody worried very much about it. I was too
busy, I guess - cutting lawns, shoveling snow,
running errands, delivering packages for 10 cents, selling newspapers, doing housecleaning for my mother,
and going to school. I passed my grades, too; if I
hadn't, I'd have had the hide strapped off me.
No one concerned himself about my amusements, either.
What fun we had, we made. But if we did any damage
like breaking a window in a ball game, we paid for
it by working it out.
We never heard these modern phrases like "standard of
living", "subsistence level", "minimum requirements".
Our standard of living was whatever my father (and
after I was about 12, my father and I) earned. I don't
suppose people "understood" me and if I had said so,
my mother would have asked, "Why should they?"
And certainly no one ever gave a thought to my "problems". They were mine, weren't they? Mine to solve.
Why should I expect anyone else to bother?
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If my father was laid off, we stopped spending on anything but food, and a lot less of that. My dad spent
every waking hour looking for work- any work. We
lived on savings and when they were gone, we moved
in with relatives. If there had been no relatives, when
every penny and every salable asset was gone, we would
have gone to the only place left - the County Poor
House - but that would have been an admission that
we couldn't take care of ourselves.
You'll notice in this true story of a typical American
family of a few years back, I'm not talking about privileges nor happiness. I guess we didn't have much. But
we had something that was infinitely more important,
infinitely more rewarding - we had self-respect, because whatever we had, however little it was, we earned.
It seems to me that is why America is the strong nation
it is today - and it will stay strong only as long as
there are enough Americans more interested in earning
than getting.

A Gradall8 G-600 clea1ts ditch
and backfills with gravel for
interstate highway drainage.
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The will-o-the-wisp
of "world opinion"

have squandered thousands of American lives, b ill ions of American dollars
foolishly, vainly, needlessly trying to please and
placate "world opinion".
What earthly difference does it make, whether
or not our enemies hate us? We could be angels
- and they'd still do their best to destroy us.
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How could it ever be worth the life of a single
decent young American to woo a gang of bandits
half-way round the world, whose only interest is
filching every dollar they can get out of us. (Experience shows that if the flow of dollars ever
slows down, our "friends" are perfectly willing
to dance their same jig for rubles or yen.)
Why should we let distant "emerging nations"
(a few months away from savagery) influence
our politics and way of life at home.

Why should we add tax burdens to hard-working Americans, already the most-taxed people on
earth, to feed distant millions who won't try very
hard to solve their own problems and to whom
America's foreign aid has easily and greedily become their way of life. And ever and even more
American taxes to buy strutting dictators yachts
and palaces, and risk American lives and more
billions to protect people who won't fight our
common enemy nor pay to protect themselves.
If there were the slightest sign that all this waste
was doing the slightest true good, a little of it
might (mi ght) be justified. But when every day
brings news of more riots, thievery, sit-ins and
threats, isn't it high time to go back to honest
self-respect as our guiding policy, and forget our
fear of "world opinion" .

Cable being t ested on a
200,000 lb. capacity BaldwitJ
Testing M achine, a product
of Warner & Swasey's
lV iedemann D ivision.
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Who cares about inflation
-until dinner-time?

money for everything you sell or make,
more money for every hour you work . ..
what's wrong with that?
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Only that we all btty as well as sell, so - when
you get more per hour for making bread but don't
bake more loaves, the price I pay for bread has to
go up, to pay your increase. And when I get more
for raising a steer, you pay more for eating steak.
Neither one of us is any better off, and the millions
on pensions or any sort of fixed income are all worse
off - they just don't eat as much bread or steak
or anything else. Their income increases (if any)
creep upward, while the prices they have to pay
leap up. That's why inflation unless it is stopped
leads to collapse.
Inflation is greed -getting more than you give,
demanding more than you earn. Ev erybody suffers.

New W' arner & Swasey
Automatic for space age
components requires precision
gages to measure extremely
close tolerances.
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You can't build a solid nation
with Gold Bricl~s

appropriating "Federal" money for schools,
teaching, bureaus, defense, research, doesn't
make us intelligent, safe, progressive, law abiding.
Those qualities (without which this nation will
surely die) come only from self·discipline, hard
work, self-reliance, self-respect.
"Appropriating the money" (which has grown
into a chronic disease, eating the heart out of
this nation) uses up the assets of our savers so that
our wealth is becoming more and more only
symbols on paper dollars worth less and less.
And even worse, Federal spending misleads people
into thinking " the government has taken care of
UST
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it", so they don't have to worry about workers
who don't produce what they're paid for, relief
"clients" who refuse to work to support themselves, insolent juvenile delinquents, young men
who sneak out of military service, politicians
whose only aim is re-election, and businessmen
more interested in quotas than quality.
But we all should worry, for these spreading
evils can well be symptoms of a fatally sick nation.
Bricks that build anything permanent take hard
work to m ake and use. Less runn ing to Washington, we believe, and harder work at home, is
what we all need do, to survive.

Short-run metal fabricators use this
tape controlled Turret Punch Press,
prodttct of Warner & Swasey's
lf/iedemamt Div ision, to manufacture parts at production-line
speeds and costs.
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